
Spectroscopy Tells
the Story of Mars

Using a Fourier transform infrared
radiometer, a team from Arizona

State University has teased apart the com-
ponents of Martian dust and discovered
small amounts of carbonate minerals.
On Earth, carbonates typically form in
marine environments, so the findings
support evidence that water was present
on Mars.

Geologist Josh Bandfield, a member of
the research team, said the minerals don’t
necessarily reveal the presence of oceans.
“What we did not see are the White Cliffs
of Dover on Mars. We don’t see these
large concentrations. These [carbonates]
easily could have formed in small
amounts of water.”

The minerals also provide an explana-
tion for the changing composition of
Mars’ atmosphere, which is now quite
thin in terms of carbon dioxide. “Most
people have thought Mars started out
with a thick atmosphere,” Bandfield said.
“And people have been wondering,
‘Where did that atmosphere go?’ One
important reservoir could be carbonate
minerals. It’s neat to think we had this
atmosphere, and now it’s locked away in
the rocks.”

The spectrometer is on the Mars
Global Surveyor spacecraft and has been
continuously mapping Mars’ surface
from orbit. It proved to be an ideal tool
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SCATTERINGS

Four years ago, two friends started a
New York company designed to

manufacture stylish, readymade read-
ing glasses that would be a step up in
quality from those found on the racks
of most pharmacies and not as costly
as those sold by optometrists.

Scojo Vision is named after its
founders: Scott Berrie has a back-
ground in business, and Jordan
Kassalow is an optometrist. Having
traveled extensively in developing
countries, the two felt strongly about
incorporating a nonprofit component
in their business. That’s how the Scojo
Foundation was born, said its program
director, Lily Dorment.

The foundation is working to train
women in developing nations to screen
for presbyopia and then sell glasses to
needy adults. “People need to be able 
to thread a needle if they are tailors or
weave a basket,” Dorment said. “A lot of
people rely on clear vision just to earn
a living.”

The foundation has started its work
in El Salvador and in India. Through
partnerships with local agencies, it has
found women willing to be trained 
in the use of eye charts and to apply 
for small loans through which they
acquire the glasses. “Almost 100 per-
cent of people past the age of 40 need
reading glasses,” Dorment said. “In the

states, it’s
easy to go
to a CVS
and buy
them. In most countries, that option
doesn’t exist at all.”

This micro-entrepreneurial system
also is designed to improve the quality
of life of the women, Dorment said.
Why women? “We have learned that
women are more likely to use the
income they make for their children,”
she said. In El Salvador, women selling
cosmetics or making tortillas make an
average of $90 per month, Dorment
said. The eyewear program doubles
their income, she said.

Scojo passes 5 percent of its pre-tax
profits to the foundation, and the pro-
gram also relies on grants and dona-
tions. The foundation recently won a
$25,000 award as part of the first Yale
School of Management/Goldman
Sachs Foundation National Business
Plan Competition. “Today in India,
more than 200 million people need
reading glasses to see up-close to read 
a ledger, to thread a needle, to mend a
shoe or to fix a radio,” the award pro-
gram’s Web site reads. “Yet last year,
only 0.2 percent of the eligible popula-
tion purchased reading glasses. Lack of
access and issues of cost are the under-
lying reasons for this disparity.”

Helping the World See

Through the 
Scojo Foundation,
women in India
are being trained
to screen for pres-
byopia and supply
their communities
with reading
glasses.
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for this kind of research
because carbonate minerals
have unique absorptions
throughout the near-
infrared and thermal
infrared spectral regions,
Bandfield said.

“The systematic cover-
age, radiometric accuracy
and multiple emission angle
observations of the Thermal
Emission Spectrometer (TES) data have
allowed for the isolation of the thermal
infrared emissivity spectra of the surface
dust,” according to the Science article on
this research. The TES collects data at 
143 wavelengths between 6 and 50
micrometers with a spatial resolution of
3 kilometers. The relatively high spectral
resolution allows for Mars’ spectral shape
to be characterized and compared with
spectra of carbonate-containing mater-
ials in the laboratory, Bandfield said.

“We’re a bunch of geologists going off
and doing spectroscopy,” he said.

Jim Garvin, NASA’s chief scientist for
Mars, called the work “an amazing suc-
cess story.” Scientists have been searching
for carbonate minerals for years, he said.
“They have identified a provocative sig-
nature of the perhaps long history of the
processing of carbon on Mars.” NASA
plans to follow up on the research with 
a high resolution imaging spectrometer
with a 20-meter-per-pixel view starting 
in 2005, Garvin said.

Cellophane: Not Just
for Lunches Anymore

When the Canadian Hearing Society
approached Keigo Iizuka about

making laptop images three-dimensional,
he embraced the challenge. The idea was
that in sign language, depth is an impor-
tant part of the communication process.
Many deaf people rely heavily on com-
puters to convey messages, and if hand
signals could be presented three dimen-
sionally, it would be useful, Iizuka said.

The system he ultimately developed
required several components. Laptop
computers, which generally have liquid
crystal displays, provide linearly polarized
light. He needed a material to rotate the
direction of polarization of the white
light. Iizuka, who is based at the
University of Toronto, experimented with
anisotropic materials. He tried crystals,
commercially available half-wave plates
and various kinds of transparent wrap-
ping paper. “I just sort of hit the jackpot
with cellophane,” he said.

Ordinary 25-micrometer-thick cello-
phane is birefringent and can be used as a
wide wavelength band half-wave plate, he
discovered. The light from his laptop
computer is polarized at 45 degrees. The
direction of polarization of the light from
the right half of the laptop was rotated by
90 degrees to 135 degrees by covering the
right half of the screen with the cello-
phane half-wave plate with its fast axis
vertical. “The emergent lights from the
two halves of the screen are orthogonally
polarized. Now, a portion of the screen

that the right eye sees can be
separated from what the left
eye sees by wearing a pair of
glasses with polarizers of
orthogonal polarization
axes,” Iizuka wrote in a
recent Review of Scientific
Instruments paper on the
subject. An observer also
could avoid having to wear
special glasses by suspending

crossed polarizers between the observer
and the screen, he said.

The technique is affordable in that it
relies on generic cellophane. It could
prove useful for a variety of gaming,
medical and conference video applica-
tions, Iizuka said.

“Dr. Iizuka has shown how simple 
cellophane can be used as a half-wave
plate cheaply and quite effectively,” said
R. John Koshel of Spectrum Astro Inc.
in Tucson, Ariz. “With simple items
often destined for the trash, one can
show some of the seemingly complex
phenomena of optics.”

SCATTERINGS

Articles in “Scatterings” are written 
by Kim Douglass, assistant managing 
editor of Optics & Photonics News. 
Do you have a story idea? Write her 
at kdougl@osa.org.

The U.S. spectroscopy market is
expected to rise at an average annual
rate of 9.1 percent, according to a
new report by Business Communi-
cations Company Inc. The spec-
troscopy market in 2002 was $2.8
billion; it should reach $4.3 billion by
2007. Much of the growth potential
lies in hyphenated techniques, such
as gas chromatography and infrared
spectroscopy (GC-lR), according to
the report. Hyphenated spectroscopy
had sales of about $443.9 million in
2002, and sales are expected to
reach $787.9 million in 2007.
Molecular spectroscopy is expected
to maintain the largest segment of
the total market; sales exceeded
$916 million last year.

DID YOU KNOW?

The University of
Toronto's Keigo Iizuka
uses an attachment to a
cellular picture telephone
as part of his effort to
make the pictures three-
dimensional through 
cellophane. The tech-
nique is being used on 
laptop computers.
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Tell us what you think: http://www.osa-opn.org/survey.cfm
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